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Summary: 
 

 Halo grew revenues beyond our expectations 

o As we had expected, ramping California sales drove 

substantially higher revenues 

o Opportunity in Nevada, and pricing stabilizing n 

Oregon 

 

 We raise our estimates 

o SepQ19 revenues raised from $8.8m to $11.0m 

o DecQ19 revenues raised from $9.1m to $14.0m 

o CY19 revenues raised from $38m to $43m 

 

 Halo is trading at a ridiculously cheap valuation versus its 

direct comparables: 

o Trading at 1.2x CY19E revenues 

o Average comparable trades at 11.8x CY19E revenues 

o The nearest valued company is CV Sciences at 4.7x 

CY19E revenues 

o Our $100 price target is only 2.5x CY19E revenues 

 

 California is the outstanding growth driver 

o This is the key focus for the company 

o California harvest is in late Q4 

o Biomass purchases from the Emerald Triangle – strong 

relationships with 2-3 farms 

 
 (continued on Page 3) 
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Investment Thesis  

(continued from first page) 

 The company reiterated their assertion that CY19 can see $48m in revenues 

o We only project $43m, but just to be conservative 

o We expect we will continue to raise forecasts from here 

o Management does not give specific quarterly guidance 

 

 Our $62m CY20 revenue expectations are likely substantially too low 

o Given the ramp they’ve seen thus far 

o Additional capacity coming online in California and Nevada 

o Stabilization of Oregon pricing 

o We expect to raise these forecasts as we move closer to CY20 

o And we believe our CY19E revenues of $43m are likely too low as well 

 

 Nevada revenues are slower than hoped -- the company needs its own biomass supply 

o Currently biomass is roughly 2-3x the cost on California 

o Anticipate Clark County is in the approval process 

 

 Ready to expand distribution 

o Plan to work with a small number of top-tier distributors – larger chains and not small stores 

 

 Shatter price may be ready to stabilize 

o Declining price, but declining at a slowing rate 

o MarQ19 price declined 31% Y/Y 

o JunQ19 price declined 17% Y/Y – decline is decelerating 

 

 Bophelo Bioscience (Lesotho) acquisition may add $4.5m+ revenues in CY20 -- expects to close acquisition 

in September 

o Expect to generate a minimum of 1,000 kg of usable marijuana per harvest 

 

 We are positive on Halo Labs because: 

o We believe investors may have missed this story 

o Revenue growth is substantial  

o Valuation is ridiculously low versus their peers 

o Company management has substantial experience at name-brand consumer products groups 

o Company management is executing and hitting their targets 

o Extracts are the fastest growing portion of the market 

o Medical- and edible-quality extracts will be a competitive moat protecting the business 
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Halo is trading at a ridiculously cheap valuation versus its revenues 

 

 Trading at 1.2x CY19E revenues 

 

 Average comparable trades at 11.8x CY19E revenues 

 

 The nearest valued company is CV Sciences at 4.7x CY19E revenues 

 

 Our $100 price target is only 2.5x CY19E revenues 

 

 If Halo traded at CV Sciences’ valuation of 4.7x (the 2nd lowest valuation) it would be $200m market 

cap 

 

 If Halo traded at the group’s average valuation of 11.8x it would be $500m market cap 

 

 If Halo traded at the average valuation of the large caps (Tilray, Aurora, GW and Canopy) of 18.3x it 

would be $800m market cap 

 

 And we expect we’ll need to raise our revenue forecasts for CY19 
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California is the outstanding growth driver 

 

 This is the key focus for the company 

 

 They have 15.5k sq ft 

 

 Operating 1.7k sq ft 

 

 The State has approved another 800 sq ft 

 

 They expect to bring up additional capacity in Cathedral 

 

 Now selling bulk product but plan to start distribution through high-end key dispensaries 

 

 California harvest is in late Q4 

 

 Biomass purchases from the Emerald Triangle – strng relationships with 2-3 farms 

 

 Could formalize their relationship with these farmers to provide seed-to-dispensary 

 

 

Nevada revenues are slower than hoped 

 

 The Company has 18k sq ft in NV, but is using only 2k sq ft 

 

 It buys oil in bulk and dispenses 

 

 Currently selling into 22 dispensaries 
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 The company needs its own biomass supply 

 

 Currently biomass is roughly 2-3x the cost on California 

 

 They have an agreement to buy a license for cultivation 

 

 They anticipate Clark County is in the approval process 

 

 The company will leverage operational efficiencies into their Nevada process to drive yields and margins 

higher – seed to dispensary, and optimized for extraction 

 

 

Bophelo Bioscience (Lesotho) acquisition may add $4.5m+ revenues in CY20 
 

 Management expects to close acquisition in September 

 

 Cost is 18m shares 

 

 All internal funding to date has been provided by Bophelo investors 

 

 Expect to generate a minimum of 1,000 kg of usable marijuana per harvest 

 

 Harvest expected in April 

 

 They currently have offtake agreements in Israel and Europe 

 

 Outdoor cannabis cultivation provides product at substantially lower cost 

 

 Current price in Europe is $4.50/g 
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 Adding an oil extraction facility for even higher margin production 
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Financials 

 

Revenues for JunQ19 were up 329% Y/Y, driven by new contributions from Cpastal Harvest and HLO (NV). They 

also saw 11.8% Y/Y increase in revenues in Oregon (ANM). Revenue was driven by growth in distillate, shatter 

and live resin (up 262% Y/Y) and an increase in average selling prices (29% Y/Y) due to the company’s strategy of 

providing premium product from its advanced extraction process. Prices in general were higher in California and 

Nevada and lower in Oregon. 

EBITDA from operations were $544k, driven by very strong EBITDA at Coastal Harvest. Both ANM and HLO saw 

EBITDA losses. 
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Disclosures: 
The information and opinions in this report were prepared by Cascend Securities, LLC. The information herein is 
believed to be reliable and has been obtained from public sources believed to be reliable. We make no representation 
as to the accuracy or completeness of such information. Opinions, estimates and projections in this report constitute 
the current judgment of Cascend Securities LLC personnel as of the date of the report and are subject to change 
without notice. We have no obligation to update, modify or amend this report or to otherwise notify a reader thereof 
in the event that any matter stated herein, or any opinion, projection, forecast or estimate set forth herein, changes or 
subsequently becomes inaccurate, or if research on the subject company is withdrawn.  
 
Statements included in this report may constitute forward-looking statements within the meaning of the Private 
Securities Litigation Reform Act of 1995. Any statements that express or involve discussions with respect to 
predictions, expectations, beliefs, plans, projections, objectives, goals, assumptions or future events or performance are not statements of historical fact and may be “forward looking statements”. Such statements are based on 
expectations, estimates and projections at the time the statements are made and involve many risks and uncertainties such as competitive factors, technological development, market demand and the company’s ability to obtain new 
contracts and accurately estimate net revenues due to variability in size, scope and duration of projects, and internal 
issues, which could cause actual results or events to differ materially from those presently anticipated. 
 
This report is provided for informational purposes only. It is not to be construed as an offer to buy or sell or a 
solicitation of an offer to buy or sell any financial instruments or to participate in any particular trading strategy in 
any jurisdiction. Any research produced by Cascend does not constitute a personal recommendation or take into 
account the particular investment objectives, financial situations, or needs of individual persons. Recipients should 
consider whether any information in this report is suitable for their circumstances and, if appropriate, seek 
professional advice.    
 
Ratings System for non-Company Sponsored Research: 

 BUY: The security is expected to generate risk-adjusted returns of over 10% during the next 12 months.  

 HOLD: The security is expected to generate risk-adjusted returns of (10%) to 10% during the next 12 months.  

 SELL: The security is expected to generate negative risk-adjusted returns less than (10%) during the next 12 
months.  

 NOT RATED: Cascend does not provide research coverage of the relevant issuer.  
 

Ratings System for Company Sponsored Research: 

 “LOW RISK”: implies the covered company has low stock price volatility, relatively stable cash flows, and long-
term contracts with suppliers and clients which provide operational and financial visibility, stable operating 
history, low country, region and industry risk and usually has tangible assets (property- and/or equipment-
backed and cash-rich). 

 “MODERATE RISK”: suggests companies may have a relatively high stock price volatility but has reasonable 
stability in its operating history, operational and financial visibility, cash flows, operating environment, asset 
quality or it is more stable somewhat less competitive. 

  “HIGH RISK”: suggests that the company may have unprofitable and volatile operating history, less 
predictable operating performance, very high risk associated with success, significant financial or legal issues, 
even when balanced against high growth prospects anticipated by management or possible because of 
industry factors. 

 “Risk-adjusted return” refers to the expected return in relation to the amount of risk associated with the 
designated security or the relevant issuer.  
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 Risk Qualifier: SPECULATIVE: Stocks bear significantly higher risk that typically cannot be valued by normal 
fundamental criteria. Investments in the stock may result in material loss. 

 
Cascend Securities LLC has been compensated by the issuer to produce this research. Cascend is compensated 
for Company Sponsored Research between $20,000 to $70,000 USD annually depending on the level of service, sector, 
region and company. 
 
Cascend Securities LLC has not been compensated by the issuer or any other party to stipulate the specific 
recommendations contained in this research report. No compensation of any Cascend Securities LLC employee 
was, is, or will be directly or indirectly related to the specific recommendations or views contained in this research 
report. 
 
Cascend Securities LLC does not own securities of the issuers described herein. 
 
No Cascend personnel involved with producing this report owns securities of the issuer.  
 
Cascend Securities LLC does not make a market in any securities.   
 
Cascend Securities LLC is not a FINRA registered broker/dealer or investment adviser and does not provide 
investment banking services. Cascend Securities LLC research analysts are not registered as research analysts with 
FINRA or the NYSE, and are not associated persons of a research-producing registered broker/dealer and therefore 
not subject to FINRA Rule 2241, the research analyst conflict rules. Any research reports produced are not 
disseminated in connection with any distribution of securities and are not an offer to sell or the solicitation of an offer 
to buy any security in any jurisdiction where such an offer or solicitation would be illegal. 
 
Cascend Securities LLC has not received any fees for investment banking services to the issuer. 
 
Cascend Securities LLC has not sought to provide, nor intends to seek to provide, investment banking services to the 
issuer. However, partners and affiliates of Cascend Securities LLC, including Cascend Advisory Partners LLC, may seek 
to provide, or may provide, investment banking services to the issuer independent of Cascend Securities LLC. Cascend 
Securities LLC will not be a party to such services, nor compensated for any such services, if successful.  
 
All rights reserved. All material presented in this document, unless specifically indicated otherwise, is under 
copyright to Cascend Securities LLC. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any 
way, or transmitted to or distributed to any other party, without the prior express written permission of the entities 
listed above. None of the material, nor its content, nor any copy of it, may be altered in any way, reproduced, or 
distributed to any other party including by way of any form of social media, without the prior express written 
permission of the entities listed above. 


